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Papua New Guinea Audits
 by Lowell Deering

See Pages 2 and 3

Finally, the Port Moresby airport—
 nearly half-way around the world. . . 



The next two days were a blur 
of activity as we conducted that audit 
with interviewss of Matt and Becky 
Allen and inspecting TTMK facilities 
at Port Moresby and Kerema. In 
addition to being a mother, Becky is 
also headmistress at the school and 
facilitator for supplies that need to be 
flown to missionaries based in remote 
communities. Matt not only is a pilot, 
but preaches in church most Sundays 
and is responsible for TTMK field 
leadership. Both are very busy people!

August is typically the wet season 
for the Gulf province, resulting in 
widespread low cloud and rain, and 
we were concerned about being able to 
get an observation flight for the audit 

completed. After a couple of hours wait on Thursday, weather 
reports from our destinations indicated that the weather was 
improving, so Matt and I were able to launch from Port Moresby. 
There were patches of low cloud and reduced visibility, but Matt 
was able to maneuver around on the way to Kaintiba, a small 
airstrip tucked into a narrow mountain valley. The weather there 
was quite nice, so I was happy for Matt to leave me for an hour or 
so while he flew some cargo to another destination and to pick up 
a sick patient in Kanabea. 
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TTMK—That They May Know

The national church pastor at Kaintiba told me that people 
have greatly appreciated the help of TTMK in their valley. The care 
that Matt showed people was very obvious on his return, as he held 
babies and took the time to speak individually to many people. 
Unfortunately, Matt could not get to Kanabea to pick up the sick 
patient because of low cloud.  We loaded up one passenger and flew 
to the coastal town of Kerema to pick up some fuel and some other 
cargo. Another professionally handled flight by Matt took us back 
to Port Moresby.

We worked late that night and the next morning writing up 
the audit report, and went over the report with Matt before heading 
back to the airport for our flight to Goroka, the next leg of our 
journey. Matt was very appreciative of our help and advice, and we 
were thankful to be able to assist his ministry as they serve in PNG.

The voyage from North America to Papua New Guinea (PNG) 
is long, hard on the lower back, and requires multiple airline 

connections. Despite this, Jon Egeler and I managed to find each 
other at the PNG departure gate in Brisbane, Australia. It had been 
a little over three years since I had left PNG but, as we landed in 
Port Moresby, the familiar sights and the mountains to the north 
immediately made me feel right at home. The bright sun and 
humidity outside reminded us that we were back in the tropics.  

Jon and I were met by Tyler Nikkel, a pilot from That They 
May Know (TTMK), our first MSI audit client. He informed us that 
he would be leaving the country the next day, and did we want to 
interview him? The audit was immediately on! 

TTMK is an Independent Baptist mission based in the Gulf 
province of PNG. Matt and Becky Allen originally began church 
planting work in a small community there. A few years ago they 
decided to base an aircraft out of Port Moresby, the capital city. 
Since the move, they have been able to establish a Christian school 
outside of Port Moresby as well. TTMK has two pilots, and operates 
a Cessna TU206, which they use to support a number of TTMK 
missionaries based at remote locations in the Gulf province. 
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Following the exit meeting with TTMK’s Matt Allen Saturday morn-
ing, Jon and I went to the airport for our flight to Goroka where 

we were scheduled to meet our second client—New Tribes Mission 
Aviation (NTMA.) The plan was that we would gain three additional 
members for this audit. Al and Carole Meehan met us in the domestic 
terminal for the Air Niugini flight to Goroka. Robert King, the third 
member from the MSI home office, was nowhere to be found. We had 
received a phone call that he missed his flight in Atlanta due to weath-
er delays, but had not received any updates as to his progress.

Goroka Airport, in the highlands of PNG, is an interesting 
place. It is a major provincial airport capable of medium jet traf-
fic. Due to the slope and narrow confines of this one-mile-high 
valley, the two parallel paved runways only allow for one-way, 
day VFR operations. The longer runway was out of service for 
repaving when we arrived, and all traffic, including our Dash 8 
aircraft, were operating on the short, narrow parallel runway. 
We travelled the length of the runway very quickly!

NTMA—New Tribes Mission Aviation

Continued on next page

NTMA has a hangar facility at the Goroka airport, but all 
of the international staff live at the Lapilo compound. The com-
pound is an extensive facility located 15 km south of Goroka 
on the Highlands Highway. The “highway” is a narrow poorly 
maintained roadway with large potholes and washed out sec-
tions. Driving has to be done slowly to avoid the big holes, peo-
ple and animals, and oncoming semi-trailer trucks. The daily 
trips to and from the airport were considered to be a significant 
safety risk for NTMA staff.

NTMA operates a fleet of three Kodiak 100 airplanes and a 
single Bell 206 helicopter from their Goroka location. They have 
undergone significant changes as an organization in recent times. 
They have transitioned from a fleet of Cessna 206’s and a KingAir 
to an all Kodiak fleet. With only one exception, all personnel on 
the pilot staff are new to the program in the last few years. Every-
one is working hard to ensure that NTMA can continue to safely 
serve their geographically isolated missionary teams in the future.
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Lowell Deering is a former MAF Internatioal 
Flight Standards Manager—Asia-Pacific, currently 

VP Operations and Recruiting MAF Canada. 

The NTMA team, led by Koen Verdonck, were very open and helpful to the group from 
MSI. They were even able to provide some internet resource to bandwidth-hungry members of 
the audit team. Despite the level of program activity, we were able to interview all of the aviation 
team members and spouses during the five days we spent with them. We were ably cared for by 
Raymond and Odessa Dunwoody at the NTM guest house, who made sure we were never hungry.

On Monday morning a very travel-weary Robert 
King, minus his baggage, finally met up with the audit 
team in Goroka after multiple airline-induced delays. He 
plunged right in to interviews with NTMA maintenance 
staff. With the full team of five auditors at work, NTMA 
staff and their spouses were kept busy with audit ques-
tions, facility and aircraft inspections. Two headquarters 
staff members of NTMA were also available on site to as-
sist us with our enquiries. 

I had the opportunity to participate in a quick opera-
tional flight to Owena airstrip, located in a small commu-
nity in the Eastern Highlands province. Brent Haberchak 
capably demonstrated the ability of the Kodiak to land 
on a 380 metre grass and clay airstrip with a 12% slope. 
It was a pleasure seeing how Brent dealt with individuals 
from the local health clinic and was able to assist the com-
munity by flying out several hundred kilograms of locally 
grown coffee beans to be sold to Goroka coffee buyers.

On Friday afternoon, we were able to gather with the 
NTMA team and go over the audit report with them. We told 
them how encouraged we were to see how they were working 
through the issues and challenges. Some of safety risks, like 
that Highlands Highway, were tougher to deal with than oth-
ers. We remembered that we all serve a God who is able to do 
what we can’t. You know what? That very day provincial road 
workers were seen repairing some of the craters in the road!

It was a great joy to see both TTMK and NTMA with 
committed workers who were serving people in remote com-
munities. They and other groups like them are ensuring that 
the gospel goes to every remote corner of the “ends of the 
earth” there in PNG.
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July found us in Ohio at Missionary Maintenance Service 
(MMS) for an audit of their operations. I was aware of the 

unique privilege to have the founder of MSI, Joe Hopkins, on 
the audit team I was leading. I appreciated his insights and 
comments about the things we observed during the audit.  Also 
on the team was Kerrick Tweedy, who is the director of Service 
Oriented Aviation Readiness (S.O.A.R.) and Stan Schmoe, 
who came for just 2 days to look in depth at the Repair Station. 
Stan’s background with the maintenance side of the airlines and 
expertise in that area was a valuable addition to the team. Garry 
and Cynthia Barkman were also with us. Garry is the Director of 
Safety at Moody Aviation. Having my wife Beverly and Cynthia 
to interact with the female staff was greatly appreciated .

MMS Audit
 by Glen Ferguson

In the last year MMS has had a change in leadership at 
the CEO level. Dwight Jarboe stepped down after over 30 
years of faithful and effective service, handing the reigns over 
to Phil Maddux who has been with MMS for over 9 years.

MMS is highly respected throughout the mission aviation 
community and they stand ready to help either on site in 
Coshocton, OH or on location around the world. While we 
were there, they had 6 apprentices and 3 licensed interns. One 
of the unique ministries they have is their “Rapid Response 
Teams.” Upon request they can send a team to help anywhere 
in the world. So far this year they have sent people to PNG, 
Florida, Ohio, North Carolina, Kenya and will soon have a 
team departing for Cameroon. This is in addition to the aircraft 
mission organizations bring to them in Coshocton for repair, 
maintenance or refurbishment. They only charge for materials so 
more of the mission dollars are able to be channeled directly into 
their respective ministries. MMS is making a difference around 
the world. Being mentored by MMS personnel, several Kenyans 
were testing for their A & P licenses at the time of our audit.

Through the 30-month internship program MMS is able to 
give the future missionary maintenance technicians a wide variety 
of in-depth training as they prepare to serve with various mission 
agencies when they complete their training. Another unique facet 
is that the apprentices raise their own support before they start 
training so they can move quickly into missions without major 
debt, which gives them a big start on raising the needed support 
for overseas service. 

MSI
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Our annual “pilgrimage” to Oshkosh, Wisconsin 
at the end of July for the annual EAA AirAdventure 
Expositon is always a highlight. Being around so many 
aircraft and people that love them is energizing, which 
is a good thing because the week is always exhausting.

EAA AirVenture 2017
by Jon Egeler

The MSI team consisted of Jon and Pam Egeler, 
Robert King, Terry Brabon, Terry Raymond, and Lyle 
Reffey. Lyle was in the midst of coming on board with 
MSI, so it was a great introduction for him.

Robert King. Terry Brabon and Lyle Reffey



MSI
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The IAMA tent had 14 different organizations with displays in-
side. An additional 5 organizations had displays in other locations. 
Another 9 organizations stopped by for visits and networking, so there 
were plenty of conversations going on! In fact, we were so busy talking 
to people, it was hard to get out and look at planes and new technology. 

This year, MSI hosted the Airman’s Lounge, a separate tent locat-
ed just behind the main IAMA tent. The Airman’s Lounge was spon-
sored by Parkwater Aviation and Covington Aircraft. It was conceived 
as a place where the missionaries displaying at AirVenture could go to 
take a break, visit with guests, carry on extended conversations, and 
network with each other. Several years ago, a survey of all the missions 
attending the event showed that networking among the missions was 
high on their priority list, so the Airman’s Lounge came into being. 
MSI’s main priority for attending AirVenture is networking with all the 
missions there, so hosting the Lounge fit well with our objectives. 

Once again the Mission Aviation Support Association 
(MASA) outdid themselves by providing 3 meals a day for the mis-
sionaries in their tent outside the showgrounds. They also arranged 
for housing and speaking engagements, and even some loaner cars. 
They certainly were a huge blessing, and are greatly appreciated by 
the missionary community.
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In June 2017 Mission Safety International visited the headquarters 
of Agape Flights in Venice, Florida. Team members included 

Jon and Pam Egeler, Joe and Barbara Fowler from Atlanta, and 
Bob Mattingly of Bradenton, Florida. Mr. Fowler is a 747 training 
captain, and Mr. Mattingly is a retired manager and inspector of 
major airports. 

This was MSI’s second safety audit for Agape Flights. We 
found that many improvements had been made since our last visit. 
Overall, we were impressed with Agape Flight’s professionalism, 
positive attitudes, and strong commitment to safety and integrity 
which is evident in all they do to accomplish their purpose.

Since 1980, Agape Flights has been serving missionaries 
and ministries in Haiti, the Bahamas, and Dominican Republic. 
Originally based in Bradenton, they moved to Venice, Florida 
in 2007. Currently operating an Embraer EMB 110 Bandeirante 
(“Bandit”) and a Piper PA31-350 Chieftain, Agape Flights serves 
nearly 400 missionaries in the Caribbean. As God leads through 
Agape Director Allen Speer, opportunities to fly into Cuba are 
becoming more feasible. The recent addition of the Chieftain to the 
fleet can make this area of ministry possible.

Agape Flights
by Pam and Jon Egeler
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In addition to regular weekly service flights, Agape Flights  
is heavily involved in relief efforts when hurricanes, earthquakes, 
or other disasters occur. In the recent aftermath of Hurricane 
Maria, they made flights to Puerto Rico and other hard-hit areas 
to carry people and supplies to assist with the tremendous needs. 

Also, Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays significantly 
increase the flight and cargo workload as Agape Flights 
delivers extra guests, mail and packages, and as donors bless 
the missionary families through Agape’s annual “Missionary 
Thanksgiving Dinner Project.”

If you find yourself living near Venice, Agape Flights 
offers a place for you to serve in meaningful ways. A host of 
over 100 volunteers help keep Agape Flights running smoothly. 
They assist with many important tasks, including sorting mail, 
organizing cargo, loading aircraft, repairing facilities, and 
communicating with donors.

It truly was a blessing for us to visit with the enthusiastic 
and committed Godly men and women at Agape Flights. Please 
uphold them in prayer during this especially busy time of year. 
For more information, visit www.agapeflights.com

Pictues on this page courtesy of Agape Flights



MSI Welcomes the Reffeys

We are thankful and delighted to welcome Lyle and Becky Reffey to the 
MSI team. The Reffeys are seconded (on loan) to MSI from JAARS. 

His primary responsibilities for MSI will be helping with audits and seminars, 
writing, and developing and conducting training courses. We look forward to 
Lyle using his many gifts and talents in our ministry. We have been praying 
for additional personnel for some time, so this is a huge answer to prayers.

MSI
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Lyle and Becky both accepted Christ as their Savior 
when they were children. When Lyle was a freshman 

in college, he read the BEYOND magazine from 
JAARS during Christmas break. The magazine told of 
missionary pilots serving in South America. That night 
God spoke to Lyle and called him to be a missionary 
pilot. Lyle and Becky were married the summer Lyle was 
transitioning from Moody Chicago to Moody Aviation 
in Elizabethton, TN.  

After Moody, God took them back to Ohio, where 
Lyle was the airport manager, flight instructor and me-
chanic at a county airport. While there, they continued 
to seek God’s direction as to which mission they should 
join and where they should serve. Lyle still had an inter-
est in flying with JAARS, supporting the work of Bible 
translation. God confirmed that to both Lyle and Becky 
and opened the doors to allow them to join the JAARS 
aviation team.   

First, God took them to Liberia, Africa. In Libe-
ria, Lyle served as a pilot and mechanic, and assisted 

in house repairs and solar system installations. Due to 
a civil war they were evacuated back to the USA twice. 
Both times they lost everything—except what could be 
stuffed into four suitcases.  

Next God led them to Papua New Guinea. They 
served there for 20 years. Lyle served as the Director of 
Aviation, Safety & Quality Manager, pilot, and in other 
administrative positions, such as a member of the Crisis 
Management Team. In addition, he was on the Advisory 
Board for the Director of Civil Aviation and served on 
the JAARS Board of Directors for 6 years.

While in PNG, Becky served in Scripture Use Me-
dia and helped at the high school with the sewing class 
and drama department.  
 Lyle and Becky have three grown children—Michael, 
Daniel, and Laura. After their youngest graduated from 
high school, God brought them back to JAARS in 
Waxhaw, NC, where they have served for the past four 
years. At JAARS Lyle has worked as a flight instructor 
and as the Coordinator of Recurrent Flight Training.
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Varsol or Stoddard solvent has 
almost identical flammability prop-
erties to Jet-A. We are using Jet-A for 
washing engines, but only outside, 
with appropriate Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE), and with fire ex-
tinguishers handy. If you know of a 
safer (water based?) alternative that 
actually works, let me know.

You did not mention the dan-
gers of using plastic containers in 
fueling operations. They can cause 
static electricity unless the humidity 
is 97% or greater—we wet the con-
tainers before use. Also, poor conti-
nuity in bonding straps is a problem 
and should be checked [MSI note: 
exhaust stacks almost always are not 
bonded/grounded to the airframe 
well—or at all—and make terrible 
places to bond aircraft during fuel-
ing. Check it out with your VOM].

Dipping tanks, especially in 
bladder equipped Cessna 206 and 
185 aircraft can be quite inaccurate if 
there is lateral or longitudinal slope. 
The weight of the pilot on the wing 
makes a pretty big difference, too. 
Use a ladder or put someone on the 
other wing to balance the weight.

Rather than feeling the fuel with 
your fingers and exposing yourself to 
the toxic chemicals, put a drop of the 
fuel on a piece of paper. Water, Jet-A, 
and AvGas each look very different 
from each other when a drop is put 
on paper. 

Emphasis needs to be made that 
the aux pump in Cessna 200 series 

Top Ten Safety Concerns Feedback
by Jon Egeler

needs to be used along with switch-
ing tanks. Switching tanks alone 
doesn’t always do the trick. 

The financial model that our 
mission uses depends on almost 
100% subsidy for flight costs, and has 
been working quite well for many 
years.

There is a lot of confusion out 
there on what exactly constitutes a 
stable approach, and when it is ap-
propriate to go around.

Go-arounds are dangerous, and 
increase the risk exposure. [MSI note: 
that is why they should be practiced 
at a safe altitude, so you keep profi-
cient and are able to do them when 
needed].

How are we supposed to train 
our leaders/managers when we are so 
busy, and have no funds? [MSI note: 
proper training is an investment that 
pays off, whether it is in flight, man-
agement, maintenance or wherever. 
The cycle of living-in-crisis mode will 
only be broken when we force our-
selves to make the investments].

Our verbal discrepancy system 
works great. We never have airworthy 
items fall through the cracks. [MSI 
note: the very next day while we ob-
served an operational flight, an airwor-
thy issue arose that maintenance was 
not informed about. The pilot assured 
us maintenance already knew about it. 
Maintenance told us they were assum-
ing it was no longer an issue, because it 
had not been “re-squawked”]

Do you have any comments or questions? 
We would be glad to discuss them with you.

We have received a number of comments about our Top 
Ten Concerns series of articles. I thought it might be good 

to share some of them. The following statements are not exact 
quotes, but faithfully represent the sense of each comment:



Thirty four years ago, MSI was founded when Joe Hopkins 
felt that something needed to be done to reduce the high 

rate of accidents occurring on a regular basis in missionary 
aviation. Since then, much has changed, but some things 
remain unchanged—both with Missions as well as MSI.

What has changed? 
The frequency and severity of mission aviation 

accidents has dropped considerably. It is now not unusual to 
see no fatalities in a given year, which was unheard of many 
years ago (see the graph in the December 2016 Safety Net 
for illustration). The financial cost of accidents has gone up 
considerably, though, as missions use much more expensive 
and sophisticated aircraft. 

Safety begins in the mind and heart, with values 
and attitudes and commitment. MSI finds itself in a 
unique position of being able to be a positive influence in 
helping to shape and promote positive values, attitudes 
and commitments, and we are greatly encouraged by the 
progress that we see in missionary aviation. Where once 
we often encountered demoralized people grinding it out 
trying to keep flight programs operating on much less than 
adequate resources, we have seen a remarkable change and 
now often find energized, excited people committed to 
excellence, striving to improve and do things to the highest 
standards, not just to meet the legal minimums. The level of 
professionalism, the condition of the aircraft and facilities, 
the use of proper tools and equipment, all have improved 
dramatically in the past decade.

This change in attitude and outlook is not accidental, 
and is something that MSI has been working hard to help 
bring about. We believe that it is essential to the future success 
of missionary aviation, and we will continue to encourage, 
teach, push, and influence as best we can so that progress 
continues to be made.

There have been many changes in MSI also over the 
years. As MSI has encouraged missions to strive to reach 
the highest standards of operational excellence, so MSI 
has sought to be on the cutting edge of professionalism 
in safety promotion for the benefit of those we serve. The 
Aviation Insurance and Risk Management Alliance Program 
(AIRMAP) is only one of the strategies developed for MSI 
member missions to increase their safety efforts as well as to 
make their insurance costs more effective. Understandably, 
costs to MSI have increased, as we serve more mission 
agencies and the costs of travel and other necessary expenses 
continue to rise. Jon Egeler

President/CEO

Mission Safety International, Inc.
328 E. Elk Avenue, Suite 1
Elizabethton, Tennessee 37643-3351
Telephone 423-542-8892    FAX 423-542-5464
E-mail info@msisafety.org     www.msisafety.org

Safety Net is published periodically by Mission Safety International Inc., Harold W. Berk, Ed. 
Articles appearing in this newsletter are the expression of the writer and edited as appropriate. 
Every attempt is made to represent information and opinions accurately and fairly and in such 
manner that an uninformed reader will not be drawn to erroneous conclusions. However, 
there is no guarantee that these objectives will be fully realized. 

What hasn’t changed? 
Even though mission aviation agencies 

have faced higher costs for years, airplanes and 
helicopters are still needed and used. The need 
for qualified pilots and mechanics remains 
high on mission “must have” lists. Even though missions 
have responded well to safety challenges—in large measure 
provided by MSI—there remains the constant challenge 
to maintain that safety awareness and accident prevention 
strategies within each mission’s operations. All of this means 
an investment of resources—financial as well as logistical. 

MSI’s focus has always been on prevention, and our activities 
continue to reflect that.  While we perform an occasional accident 
investigation—with the hopes of finding out why it happened 
and what can be done to prevent another—most of our time and 
effort is spent in performing safety audits, publishing articles, 
and presenting at seminars and smaller venues.

The cost to MSI for staying current. 

This growth and influence of MSI from it’s beginning 
in the heart of Joe Hopkins to its present role has not been 
without its struggles as well as many successes over the years. 
Paul Robinson, founder of Moody Aviation, encouraged Joe 
to “launch out in faith,” to see his passion for safety become 
a reality. Many key personnel joined Joe early on in the 
technical aspects of safety, presenting Safety Seminars and 
doing audits for participating missions. 

All this would have been impossible were it not for the 
many other supporters who understood the critical need for 
mission aviation safety and have shared this safety passion, 
prayed for MSI and contributed their gifts to strengthen and 
advance this ministry from the very beginning to the present. 

This need for support has not changed over these thirty-
four years. As President/CEO of MSI, I am keenly aware 
of the significant role donor gifts play in the continuation 
of MSI’s ministry. I personally thank each donor as they 
consider whatever portion of God’s blessing they believe God 
would have them share in support of MSI. We do not take 
this support for granted! Indeed, we are both thankful and 
humbled by it. It’s our intention to use each gift carefully and 
wisely in our service to mission aviation ministries around 
the world. 

As we come to the close of 2017 and look forward to 
2018, may God bless and continue to guide us all in the days 
ahead, as we seek to 

Make Safety A Way of Life!
 

Missions and MSI Over the Years
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